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Zeta-V Selected as the Operator of Dalian-Nasscom
Partnership Platform
Dalian | Beijing, Dec 21, 2017 - Zeta-V, a New-Age digital orchestration company has announced it
has been selected as the operator of Dalian-Nasscom Partnership Platform.
Recently India's National Association of Software and Services Companies (NASSCOM) and China's
Dalian city have signed an agreement to set up a platform for partnership between Indian and
Chinese IT companies. Pursuant to the MoU signed between NASSCOM and Dalian City government,
subsequent discussions at a local level have converged on the idea of setting up the first NASSCOM
IT Park in Dalian BEST City. This park will be an exclusive place for interested Indian IT providers,
big and small, to start operations and avail of special policy benefits and incentives provided by
Dalian BEST City administration. In order to drive the NASSCOM IT Park program, it is agreed to
appoint Zeta-V Technology Solutions Ltd., a competent NASSCOM partner with local presence as the
Operator.
As part of the overall program, Zeta-V proposes to build a “Sino-Indian Digital Collaboration Plaza” or
SIDCOP platform. This is a unique ecosystem methodology designed to automate the requirement to
realization (R2R) process on an AI driven digitized platform integrating a global network of solution
and service providers.
"We are delighted to play a key role in building this ecosystem of NASSCOM members and Chinese
companies to help furthering the Sino-Indian collaboration in the new age technology space," said
Sujit Chatterjee, Co-Founder and Director at Zeta-V Technology Solutions.
About Zeta-V Technology Solutions Ltd:
Zeta-V is the New-Age digital orchestration company harnessing the power of an intelligent
ecosystem minimizing the gap between idea-generation to value-realization. Under the trend of new
technology, in order to help our clients to leverage these technologies to multiply their business
value, Zeta-V delivers these values in a unique way by engaging with clients to quickly define
solutions leveraging our industry experience and benchmarks; engaging with entire both spectrum of
value chain to realize the value for the client and setting up a strong partner ecosystem that is
focused on technology solutions. Zeta-V also offers an integrated portfolio of digitally powered
advisory, training, sourcing, Zeta-V sso and consortium services according to clients’ requirements.
These services are supported and delivered through its patented Zeta-Value Multiplier Framework
(zVMF) and Intelligent Partner Ecosystem.
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